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“The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking. Thus we drift
towards unparalleled catastrophe.” -Albert Einstein, 1948

Caution
The utilization of ontology based group programs can give government and multilateral institution officials
the ability to solve the world’s greatest threats and human suffering. Millions of lives can be saved. Armed
conflicts can be prevented or resolved effectively. National, regional and global security can be increased far
beyond current assessments.
Since government and multilateral institution officials worldwide are largely unfamiliar with ontology based
programs, we strongly caution the reader against making automatic blind assumptions about these programs.
There is likely one chance in a million that officials in international relations know what these programs are
and what they can do.
They are not structured to promote any philosophy, formula for success, new principles, special information
or a “how to do it” method. Instead they are comprised of a series of processes where participants
dramatically expand their ability to identify factors that undermine the possibility of successful solutions.
Overall through participation in select programs one gains access to capabilities never previously recognized.

The Most Critical Obstacles to Producing Peace and Cooperation
To prevent or resolve any type of security or humanitarian challenge requires that those who assess the
challenges are not missing critically important factors and/or interpreting the factors they have in a counterproductive way. An important fact that goes consistently unrecognized is that there is always more than one
valid interpretation of the actions and words of adversaries. This is critical because policies, strategies and
negotiations are based on the assessments.

If those who execute the assessments for which foreign policies are based on do not
recognize or objectively take into account all the valid interpretations of the actions, words
and circumstances of adversaries, the chances are very high that the policies, negotiations
and strategies will fail.
This is at the source of most global problems not being prevented or resolved. Ex. The
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, the North Korean 6 Party Talks, US-Iranian Relations, etc. ad
nauseum. These challenges have persisted for decades.
The consequences of not recognizing assessment shortcomings have been monumental. Ex.
There are millions of lives lost, many more permanently injured, genocide, massive numbers

of refugees, diminished security assets, infrastructure wrecked, billions of dollars lost plus
dramatic increases in national, regional and global instability.
An Extraordinary Resource
In all the transformational or ontologically developed group programs available, there are processes included
that dramatically expand conscious awareness. Put another way, the program participants develop the ability
to identify critical factors continually bypassed that undermine the effective formulation and execution of
foreign policies, strategies and negotiations.
The programs have been widely used in the private sector worldwide during the last three plus decades. In
whatever challenge that clients were dealing with, the results were consistently unprecedented.
For example the challenges involved producing breakthroughs in productivity, marketing, team work,
management, new product development, labor union disputes violent and non-violent and sabotage. The
programs rapidly transformed imprisoned murders into taking responsibility for their actions. Others released
created new programs to keep troubled youth from heading to prison.
We suggest that the reader listen to our 5 minute audio and the video found on our A/V page where you can
hear more. www.oic-world-peace.org/services.html
Basic OIC Program Documents.........
http://www.oic-world-peace.org/breakthrough-program-documents.html

Expected Participant Capabilities


The level of conscious awareness required to identify factors or issues continually undermining the
ability to produce breakthrough results.



The ability to identify and diminish pre-existing bias that makes getting on the same channel in
negotiations difficult or impossible.



The ability to identify breakdowns in any effort to implement new policies.



The ability to effectively influence the support of allies and constituents.



The ability to gain the level of cooperation needed from adversaries.

A Few Breakthroughs Possible
 Major breakthroughs in normalizing relations between Western governments and the
governments of Iran and North Korea.
 Peaceful relations between Israel, the Palestinians, Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq, Hezbollah and Hamas
 Breakthroughs in dramatically reducing the motivations of non-state actors to terrorize
through negotiations.
 Breakthroughs in attaining major increases in public and political support for counterterrorism.

 Unprecedented breakthroughs in reducing human, drugs and weapons trafficking.
 The ability to increase all aspects of intelligence gathering.

Who should be discussing this with us. This is critically important early in exploring this.
1-Those who have shown that they would move heaven and earth to produce unprecedented breakthrough
results in their challenges. We have found that such individuals concentrate their questions on the dynamics,
application, benefits, background and implementation of the services.
They are people who interface with challenges and ideas on the basis of reasons why things can work out
versus reasons why they may not. They have a courageous, positive, optimistic, entrepreneurial, ground
breaking and “can do” way of being. They reflect the thinking and behavior of people like Edison, Gandhi,
Martin Luther King Jr, Einstein and others.
They are people who would take the discussion on to succeeding steps expeditiously with enthusiasm versus
those who would come up with endless invalid excuses for delays. We recognize there are valid excuses and
we are clear about the difference. They are people who know and can admit that they do not know all the
answers. They demonstrate open-mindedness.
Note: Typically those who do not fit the above description focus their thinking on reasons why things are not
possible. They are resigned and cynical of new ideas. Thus their questions and comments reflect that context
of thinking.
Someone running up a down escalator in their thinking would only be wasting their important time and ours
in discussing this.
2-The second requirement for officials to be discussing this with us is that they must be those with decision
making authority or they are a critically important and highly respected part of their organization’s decision
making process.
Our discussions are not for those who have nothing more at stake than following the requests of superiors or
others to speak with us.
Note: Given the fact that these programs do not fit any category that officials are familiar with, it is
extremely important to understand that those not grounded in ontology based programs cannot properly
convey information on this to a third party.
Given the high level of seriousness attached to these services, discussions with those not appropriate will
waste everyone’s time, create needless misunderstandings and delay the use of these vital and urgently
needed services.
It is worth restating that we face an increasingly more dangerous world daily with our most serious national,
regional and global threats not being resolved.
It is OIC policy to neither solicit nor accept financial compensation from any government or consulting firm we work with
in our global advocacy. We are funded solely by our members and personal donors.
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